**Advantage - Scales**

**Tenor Saxophone**

**Major Scales**
(One Octave)

arranged by Sandy Feldstein & Larry Clark

---

**G-Major Scale (F Concert)**

---

**C-Major Scale (B♭ Concert)**

---

**F-Major Scale (E♭ Concert)**

---

**B♭-Major Scale (A♭ Concert)**

---

**E♭-Major Scale (D♭ Concert)**

---

**A♭-Major Scale (G♭ Concert)**

---

**D♭-Major Scale (C♭ Concert)**

---
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F#-Major Scale (E Concert)

B-Major Scale (A Concert)

E-Major Scale (D Concert)

A-Major Scale (G Concert)

D-Major Scale (C Concert)

Chromatic Scale